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8.3 DCH Procedures 

8.3.1 Radio Link Setup 

8.3.1.1 General 

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources in the DRNS for one or more radio links. 

The connection-oriented service of the signalling bearer shall be established in conjunction with this procedure. 

8.3.1.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE

RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST

DRNC

 

Figure 5: Radio Link Setup procedure: Successful Operation 

When the SRNC makes an algorithmic decision to add the first cell or set of cells from a DRNS to the active set of a 
specific UE-UTRAN connection, the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is sent to the corresponding DRNC to 
request establishment of the radio link(s). The Radio Link Setup procedure is initiated with this RADIO LINK SETUP 
REQUEST message sent from the SRNC to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt of the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNS shall reserve the necessary resources and 
configure the new RL(s) according to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of 
parameters is specified in other specifications. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A. 

If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS may queue the 
request for a time period not to exceed the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute the request. 

Transport Channels Handling: 

DCH(s): 

[TDD - If the DCH Information IE is present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNS 
shall configure the new DCHs according to the parameters given in the message.] 

If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes a DCH Information IE with multiple DCH 
Specific Info IEs, then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the DCH Information IE as a set of co-ordinated 
DCHs. 

If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the 
DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH 
is not included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

[TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH 
only”, the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence 
this DCH is not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

[FDD - For each DCH which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs, and which includes a QE-Selector 
IE set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
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frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical 
channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the 
Physical channel BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER 
is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all 
DCHs have QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, 
ref. [4].] [TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the 
QE, ref. [4].] 

The DRNS shall use the included UL DCH FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the 
DCH FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the Time of Arrival 
Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the Time of Arrival 
Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The Frame Handling Priority IE defines the priority level that should be used by the DRNS to prioritise 
between different frames of the data frames of the DCHs in the downlink on the radio interface in congestion 
situations once the new RL(s) have been activated. 

The Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC 
and Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE 
if the TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the TNL 
QoS IE may be used by the DRNS to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply in the uplink for 
the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

If the DCH Information IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information 
IE, the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH. The DRNS may decide to request the SRNC to limit the 
user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce 
the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the 
DRNS should request the SRNC to only reduce the user rate between the maximum bit rate and the 
guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH Information IE does not include the 
Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH. The DRNS may decide to request the SRNC to limit 
the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time. The DRNS may request the SRNC to 
reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever 
possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to only reduce the user rate between the maximum bit 
rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH Information IE does not 
include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the downlink of the 
DCH. 

DSCH(s): 
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8.3.4 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation 

8.3.4.1 General 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio 
Link(s) related to one UE-UTRAN connection within a DRNS. 

This procedure shall use the signalling bearer connection for the relevant UE Context. 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared 
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.4.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

DRNC

 

Figure 10: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the SRNC by sending the RADIO 
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt, the DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to 
the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other 
specifications. 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS 
may queue the request the time corresponding to the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute 
the request. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A. 

DCH Modification: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs To Modify IEs, the DRNS shall 
treat them each as follows:  

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the 
DCHs To Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new 
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, 
the DRNS shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated 
DCHs in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

Next Change 
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Frame Handling Priority IE for a 
DCH to be modified, the DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The 
received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink on 
the radio interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has been activated. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Traffic Class IE for a DCH to be 
modified, the DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The Traffic Class IE 
may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node B for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH Source Statistics 
Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Transport Format Set IE for the 
UL of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in 
the new configuration. 

-  If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the TNL QoS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified and 
if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS may store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The TNL 
QoS IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply in the uplink for the related DCH 
or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Transport Format Set IE for the 
DL of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH 
in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Allocation/Retention Priority IE, 
the DRNS shall apply the new Allocation/Retention Priority to this DCH in the new configuration according to 
Annex A. 

- [FDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DRAC Control IE set to "requested" and if the DRNS supports the 
DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message the Secondary 
CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each Radio Link established in a cell 
in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, DRNC shall not provide these IEs in the 
RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto 
the referenced UL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto 
the referenced DL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, 
the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

DCH Addition: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs To Add IEs, the DRNS shall treat 
them each as follows: 

- The DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the 
parameters given in the message and include these DCH in the new configuration. 
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- If the DCH Information IE includes a DCHs To Add IE with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the DRNS shall 
treat the DCHs in the DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in 
the new configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the DRNS 
shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is not 
included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

- [TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH only”, 
the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is 
not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

- [FDD - For each DCH which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs and which includes a QE-Selector IE 
set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER is 
available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all DCHs 
have the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected" , the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. 
[TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the QE, ref. 
[4].] 

- The DRNS should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new 
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames 
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has 
been activated. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- The DRNS should store the Traffic Class IE received for a DCH to be added in the new configuration. The 
Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node 
B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH 
Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

- The DRNS shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the 
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- [TDD - The DRNC shall include the Secondary CCPCH Info TDD IE in the RADIO LINK 
RECONFIGURATION READY message if at least one DSCH or USCH exists in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is set to "requested" in the DCH Specific Info IE for at least one DCH and if the 
DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall indicate in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY 
message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each radio 
link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, the DRNC shall not 
provide these IEs in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.] 

- If the DCHs To Add IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, the 
DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
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SRNC to limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCHs To Add 
IE does not include the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the uplink of the 
DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCHs To 
Add IE does not include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the downlink 
of the DCH. 

- [TDD - The DRNS shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the DL) in the Downlink of this DCH in the new 
configuration.] 

- [TDD - The DRNS shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the UL) in the Uplink of this DCH in the new 
configuration.]  

DCH Deletion: 
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8.3.7 Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration 

8.3.7.1 General 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used to reconfigure Radio Link(s) related to one 
UE-UTRAN connection within a DRNS. 

The procedure is used when there is no need to synchronise the time of the switching from the old to the new radio link 
configuration in the cells used by the UE-UTRAN connection within the DRNS. 

This procedure shall use the signalling bearer connection for the relevant UE Context. 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists, 
as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.7.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

DRNC

 

Figure 14: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure, Successful Operation 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is initiated by the SRNC by sending the RADIO LINK 
RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt, the DRNS shall modify the configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the 
message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications. 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS 
may queue the request the time corresponding to the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute 
the request. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL to be modified according to Annex A. 

DCH Modification: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Modify IEs, then the DRNS 
shall treat them as follows: 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs as a set 
of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if it can include all of 
them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, 
the DRNS shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated 
DCHs in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

Next Change 
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes a Transport Format Set IE for the UL 
of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the 
new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes a Transport Format Set IE for the DL 
of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in 
the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the 
DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling 
Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink on the radio interface in 
congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has been activated. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Traffic Class IE, the DRNC may use this information to determine the 
transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated 
DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the 
value “RRC”. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Allocation/Retention Priority IE, 
the DRNS shall apply the new Allocation/Retention Priority to this DCH in the new configuration according to 
Annex A. 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is present and set to "requested" in DCHs To Modify IE for at least one DCH, 
and if the DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION 
RESPONSE message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for 
each Radio Link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the 
UL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto the referenced UL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the 
DL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto the referenced DL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, 
the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user in the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new configuration. 
The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below the guaranteed 
bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate between the 
maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

DCH Addition: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Add IEs, then the DRNS shall 
treat them each as follows: 

- The DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the 
parameters given in the message and include these DCH in the new configuration. 
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- If the DCHs To Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the 
DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new configuration 
only if all of them can be in the new configuration. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the DRNS 
shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is not 
included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

- [TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH only”, 
the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is 
not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

- [FDD - For each DCH which does not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs, and which includes a QE-Selector 
IE set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the 
QE-Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER 
is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all DCHs 
have the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. 
[4].] [TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the QE, 
ref. [4].] 

- The DRNS should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new 
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames 
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has 
been activated. 

- The Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and 
Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the 
TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- The DRNS shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the 
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is set to "requested" in DCH Specific Info IE for at least one DCH, and if the 
DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE 
message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each Radio 
Link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, the DRNC shall not 
provide these IEs in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, the DRNS shall treat the included IEs 
according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH 
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Information IE does not include the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the 
uplink of the DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH 
Information IE does not include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the 
uplink of the DCH. 

DCH Deletion: 

 

< unaffected parts omitted > 
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8.3 DCH Procedures 

8.3.1 Radio Link Setup 

8.3.1.1 General 

This procedure is used for establishing the necessary resources in the DRNS for one or more radio links. 

The connection-oriented service of the signalling bearer shall be established in conjunction with this procedure. 

8.3.1.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK SETUP RESPONSE

RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST

DRNC

 

Figure 5: Radio Link Setup procedure: Successful Operation 

When the SRNC makes an algorithmic decision to add the first cell or set of cells from a DRNS to the active set of a 
specific UE-UTRAN connection, the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message is sent to the corresponding DRNC to 
request establishment of the radio link(s). The Radio Link Setup procedure is initiated with this RADIO LINK SETUP 
REQUEST message sent from the SRNC to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt of the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNS shall reserve the necessary resources and 
configure the new RL(s) according to the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of 
parameters is specified in other specifications. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be established according to Annex A. 

If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS may queue the 
request for a time period not to exceed the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute the request. 

Transport Channels Handling: 

DCH(s): 

[TDD - If the DCH Information IE is present in the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message, the DRNS 
shall configure the new DCHs according to the parameters given in the message.] 

If the RADIO LINK SETUP REQUEST message includes a DCH Information IE with multiple DCH 
Specific Info IEs, then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the DCH Information IE as a set of co-ordinated 
DCHs. 

If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the 
DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH 
is not included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

[TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH 
only”, the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence 
this DCH is not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

[FDD - For each DCH which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs, and which includes a QE-Selector 
IE set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical 
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channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the 
Physical channel BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER 
is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all 
DCHs have QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, 
ref. [4].] [TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the 
QE, ref. [4].] 

The DRNS shall use the included UL DCH FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the 
DCH FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the Time of Arrival 
Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs as the Time of Arrival 
Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

The Frame Handling Priority IE defines the priority level that should be used by the DRNS to prioritise 
between different frames of the data frames of the DCHs in the downlink on the radio interface in congestion 
situations once the new RL(s) have been activated. 

The Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC 
and Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE 
if the TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”.  

If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the TNL 
QoS IE may be used by the DRNS to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply in the uplink for 
the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

If the DCH Information IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information 
IE, the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH. The DRNS may decide to request the SRNC to limit the 
user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce 
the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the 
DRNS should request the SRNC to only reduce the user rate between the maximum bit rate and the 
guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH Information IE does not include the 
Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH. The DRNS may decide to request the SRNC to limit 
the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time. The DRNS may request the SRNC to 
reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever 
possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to only reduce the user rate between the maximum bit 
rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH Information IE does not 
include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the downlink of the 
DCH. 

DSCH(s): 
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8.3.4 Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation 

8.3.4.1 General 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is used to prepare a new configuration of Radio 
Link(s) related to one UE-UTRAN connection within a DRNS. 

This procedure shall use the signalling bearer connection for the relevant UE Context. 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared 
Reconfiguration exists, as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.4.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE

DRNC

 

Figure 10: Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure, Successful Operation 

The Synchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration Preparation procedure is initiated by the SRNC by sending the RADIO 
LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt, the DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to 
the parameters given in the message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other 
specifications. 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS 
may queue the request the time corresponding to the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute 
the request. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL(s) to be modified according to Annex A. 

DCH Modification: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs To Modify IEs, the DRNS shall 
treat them each as follows:  

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the 
DCHs To Modify IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new 
configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, 
the DRNS shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated 
DCHs in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Frame Handling Priority IE for a 
DCH to be modified, the DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The 

Next change 
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received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink on 
the radio interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has been activated. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Traffic Class IE for a DCH to be 
modified, the DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The Traffic Class IE 
may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node B for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH Source Statistics 
Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Transport Format Set IE for the 
UL of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in 
the new configuration. 

-  If the DCHs to Modify IE includes the TNL QoS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified and 
if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS may store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The TNL 
QoS IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply in the uplink for the related DCH 
or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Transport Format Set IE for the 
DL of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH 
in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Allocation/Retention Priority IE, 
the DRNS shall apply the new Allocation/Retention Priority to this DCH in the new configuration according to 
Annex A. 

- [FDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DRAC Control IE set to "requested" and if the DRNS supports the 
DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message the Secondary 
CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each Radio Link established in a cell 
in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, DRNC shall not provide these IEs in the 
RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the UL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto 
the referenced UL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the DL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto 
the referenced DL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, 
the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

DCH Addition: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION PREPARE message includes any DCHs To Add IEs, the DRNS shall treat 
them each as follows: 

- The DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the 
parameters given in the message and include these DCH in the new configuration. 
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- If the DCH Information IE includes a DCHs To Add IE with multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, the DRNS shall 
treat the DCHs in the DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in 
the new configuration only if it can include all of them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the DRNS 
shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is not 
included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

- [TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH only”, 
the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is 
not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

- [FDD - For each DCH which do not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs and which includes a QE-Selector IE 
set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the QE-
Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER is 
available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all DCHs 
have the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected" , the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. 
[TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the QE, ref. 
[4].] 

- The DRNS should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new 
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames 
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has 
been activated. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- The DRNS should store the Traffic Class IE received for a DCH to be added in the new configuration. The 
Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node 
B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH 
Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

- The DRNS shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the 
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- [TDD - The DRNC shall include the Secondary CCPCH Info TDD IE in the RADIO LINK 
RECONFIGURATION READY message if at least one DSCH or USCH exists in the new configuration.] 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is set to "requested" in the DCH Specific Info IE for at least one DCH and if the 
DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall indicate in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY 
message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each radio 
link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, the DRNC shall not 
provide these IEs in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION READY message.] 

- If the DCHs To Add IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, the 
DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
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SRNC to limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCHs To Add 
IE does not include the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the uplink of the 
DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCHs To 
Add IE does not include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the downlink 
of the DCH. 

- [TDD - The DRNS shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the DL) in the Downlink of this DCH in the new 
configuration.] 

- [TDD - The DRNS shall apply the CCTrCH ID IE (for the UL) in the Uplink of this DCH in the new 
configuration.]  

DCH Deletion: 
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8.3.7 Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration 

8.3.7.1 General 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is used to reconfigure Radio Link(s) related to one 
UE-UTRAN connection within a DRNS. 

The procedure is used when there is no need to synchronise the time of the switching from the old to the new radio link 
configuration in the cells used by the UE-UTRAN connection within the DRNS. 

This procedure shall use the signalling bearer connection for the relevant UE Context. 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure shall not be initiated if a Prepared Reconfiguration exists, 
as defined in subclause 3.1. 

8.3.7.2 Successful Operation 

SRNC

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE

RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

DRNC

 

Figure 14: Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure, Successful Operation 

The Unsynchronised Radio Link Reconfiguration procedure is initiated by the SRNC by sending the RADIO LINK 
RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message to the DRNC. 

Upon receipt, the DRNS shall modify the configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the parameters given in the 
message. Unless specified below, the meaning of parameters is specified in other specifications. 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes the Allowed Queuing Time IE the DRNS 
may queue the request the time corresponding to the value of the Allowed Queuing Time IE before starting to execute 
the request. 

The DRNS shall prioritise resource allocation for the RL to be modified according to Annex A. 

DCH Modification: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Modify IEs, then the DRNS 
shall treat them as follows: 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs, then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs as a set 
of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new configuration only if it can include all of 
them in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, 
the DRNS shall apply the new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated 
DCHs in the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWS in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

Next change 
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- If the DCHs To Modify IE includes the ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be modified, the 
DRNS shall apply the new ToAWE in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes a Transport Format Set IE for the UL 
of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Uplink of this DCH in the 
new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes a Transport Format Set IE for the DL 
of a DCH to be modified, the DRNS shall apply the new Transport Format Set in the Downlink of this DCH in 
the new configuration. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Frame Handling Priority IE, the 
DRNS should store this information for this DCH in the new configuration. The received Frame Handling 
Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames in the downlink on the radio interface in 
congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has been activated. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Traffic Class IE, the DRNC may use this information to determine the 
transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated 
DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the 
value “RRC”. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Allocation/Retention Priority IE, 
the DRNS shall apply the new Allocation/Retention Priority to this DCH in the new configuration according to 
Annex A. 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is present and set to "requested" in DCHs To Modify IE for at least one DCH, 
and if the DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION 
RESPONSE message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for 
each Radio Link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the 
UL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto the referenced UL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- [TDD - If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the CCTrCH ID IE for the 
DL, the DRNS shall map the DCH onto the referenced DL CCTrCH in the new configuration.] 

- If the DCHs To Modify IE contains a DCH Specific Info IE which includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, 
the DRNS shall treat the included IEs according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate in the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user in the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new configuration. 
The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below the guaranteed 
bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate between the 
maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. 

DCH Addition: 

If the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION REQUEST message includes any DCHs To Add IEs, then the DRNS shall 
treat them each as follows: 

- The DRNS shall reserve necessary resources for the new configuration of the Radio Link(s) according to the 
parameters given in the message and include these DCH in the new configuration. 
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- If the DCHs To Add IE includes multiple DCH Specific Info IEs then the DRNS shall treat the DCHs in the 
DCHs To Add IE as a set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNS shall include these DCHs in the new configuration 
only if all of them can be in the new configuration. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Uplink DCH only”, the DRNS 
shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the downlink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is not 
included as a part of the downlink CCTrCH. 

- [TDD - If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Unidirectional DCH Indicator IE set to "Downlink DCH only”, 
the DRNS shall ignore the Transport Format Set IE for the uplink for this DCH. As a consequence this DCH is 
not included as a part of the uplink CCTrCH.] 

- [FDD - For each DCH which does not belong to a set of co-ordinated DCHs, and which includes a QE-Selector 
IE set to "selected", the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from that DCH for the QE in the UL data 
frames. If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If the QE-Selector IE is set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel 
BER for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4].] 

- For a set of co-ordinated DCHs, the DRNS shall use the Transport channel BER from the DCH with the 
QE-Selector IE set to "selected" for the QE in the UL data frames, ref. [4]. [FDD - If no Transport channel BER 
is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. [4]. If all DCHs 
have the QE-Selector IE set to "non-selected", the DRNS shall use the Physical channel BER for the QE, ref. 
[4].] [TDD - If no Transport channel BER is available for the selected DCH, the DRNS shall use 0 for the QE, 
ref. [4].] 

- The DRNS should store the Frame Handling Priority IE received for a DCH to be added in the new 
configuration. The received Frame Handling Priority should be used when prioritising between different frames 
in the downlink on the Uu interface in congestion situations within the DRNS once the new configuration has 
been activated. 

- The Traffic Class IE may be used to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply between DRNC and 
Node B for the related DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. The DRNC should ignore the Traffic Class IE if the 
TrCH Source Statistics Descriptor IE indicates the value “RRC”. 

-  If the TNL QoS IE is included for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs and if ALCAP is not used, the DRNS 
may use this information to determine the transport bearer characteristics to apply for the uplink for the related 
DCH or set of co-ordinated DCHs. 

- The DRNS shall use the included UL FP Mode IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the 
new FP Mode in the Uplink of the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWS IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Startpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- The DRNS shall use the included ToAWE IE for a DCH or a set of co-ordinated DCHs to be added as the new 
Time of Arrival Window Endpoint in the user plane for the DCH or the set of co-ordinated DCHs in the new 
configuration. 

- [FDD - If the DRAC Control IE is set to "requested" in DCH Specific Info IE for at least one DCH, and if the 
DRNS supports the DRAC, the DRNC shall include in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE 
message the Secondary CCPCH Info IE for the FACH in which the DRAC information is sent, for each Radio 
Link supported by a cell in which DRAC is active. If the DRNS does not support DRAC, the DRNC shall not 
provide these IEs in the RADIO LINK RECONFIGURATION RESPONSE message. 

- If the DCH Specific Info IE includes the Guaranteed Rate Information IE, the DRNS shall treat the included IEs 
according to the following: 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the uplink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the uplink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the uplink of the DCH below the 
guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user rate 
between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH 
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Information IE does not include the Guaranteed UL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the 
uplink of the DCH. 

- If the Guaranteed Rate Information IE includes the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall apply the new 
Guaranteed Rate in the downlink of this DCH in the new configuration. The DRNS may decide to request the 
SRNC to limit the user rate of the downlink of the DCH at any point in time after activating the new 
configuration. The DRNS may request the SRNC to reduce the user rate of the downlink of the DCH below 
the guaranteed bit rate, however, whenever possible the DRNS should request the SRNC to reduce the user 
rate between the maximum bit rate and the guaranteed bit rate. If the DCH Specific Info IE in the DCH 
Information IE does not include the Guaranteed DL Rate IE, the DRNS shall not limit the user rate of the 
uplink of the DCH. 

DCH Deletion: 

 

< Unaffected parts omitted > 
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